
The future of     Bike innovation



Automobili Lamborghini 

E-Bike designed and 

built in Italy. Like its 

Lamborghini namesake, 

instantly recognizable as 

a ground-breaking 

design. Nothing on earth 

looks like it or rides like 

it. The most innovative 

and technically advanced 

bicycle in the world.



ITAL TECHNOLOGY and AUTOMOBILI LAMBORGHINI 

A successful collaboration delivering Italian Creativity, 

Design, Innovation, Dedication and Passion. 

E-Bike Automobili Lamborghini, synonymous with premium 

quality, durability and functionality. Pure innovation of an 

ancient concept: The Bicycle. Futuristic yet contemporary, 

a clean cut with the past, a solution for the future. 

The only bicycle to integrate an electric motor with an 

automobile racing style transmission. Creating a clean, 

efficient, rider centric design that eliminates the need for 

the derailleur and sprockets. 

THE FUTURE OF      BIKE INNOVATION IS HERE



The heart of the revolution. Using a patented 

electronically controlled rotary gear selector, 

lightning quick shifts are achieved. 

Combining the high efficiency 500 watt electric 

motor in the same housing as the transmission 

reduces weight to only 21kg. Mass is centered 

and low, creating the ultimate in balance and 

handling. 

SEQUENTIAL 
ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION



Designed from beginning as an E-Bike, all critical 

components are housed in the maintenance free mono-arm. 

The patented torque sensor regulates  the 500 watt motor 

delivering power with unmatched smoothness.

An absolute revolution in terms of performance
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Matt black Yellow

White Ad Personam

Choose tire type 

depending on terrain. 

Unique frame design 

allows Optional wheels to 

be installed in seconds. 



CROSSER Technical Data

Category Class one E-bike max assisted speed 20mph

Frame Hydroformed Aluminium 

Brakes Hydraulic Tektro Auriga 203mm front 
185mm rear (optional 4 piston TRP calipers)

Front Fork Suntour Axon 100mm travel (Optional  Fox 36)

Rims Gipiemme Black with bespoke hubs 
26”, 27.5”, 28” available sizes

Tires Vittoria Saguaro 27.5 x 2.0

transmission 8 speed with electronic shifting

motor Brushless 48 volt 500 watt (North American spec)

Battery Lithium Ion 48 volt 10.5 amp hour 500 watt hour

assist levels Off, Walk, Eco, Low, High, Race, controlled via torque sensor

Security PIN code required to activate transmission, Mechanical locking of 
rear wheel and Battery 

Weight 22 kg

Range up to 60 miles 



Unmistakably Lamborghini



Gear position, Assist level, Battery charge 

state and instantaneous power demand 

are all constantly displayed. Current, 

average and maximum speed,

current time, trip time, total distance and 

trip distance are also available.

Security key locks the rear 

wheel immobilizing the bike.

Battery seamlessly and 

securely locked in the 

frame. Can be charged 

while in place or removed 

for remote charging

Security, Pin code locks 

transmission in neutral.

Premium SecurityEasy to read backlit display



Rear wheel is easily 

removed without the need 

to adjust a chain or brakes

Powerful 203mm 

hydraulic disk brakes

Optional 

dropper seat post

Push button electronic 

gear shifting 

Maximum expression of elegance in design for the premium experience
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Matt black

Red Ad Personam

Ad Personam

Choose tire type 

depending on terrain. 

Unique frame design 

allows Optional wheels to 

be installed in seconds. 



SPORTER Technical Data

Category Class one Ebike max assisted speed 20mph

Frame Hydroformed Aluminium

Brakes Hydraulic Tektro Auriga 203mm front 
185mm rear (optional 4 piston TRP calipers)

Front Fork GX 005 28” Aluminium 

Rims Gipiemme Black with bespoke hubs 
26”, 28” available sizes

Tires Vittoria E-Rando or Tattoo light 

Transmission 8 speed with electronic shifting 

Motor Brushless 48v 500 watt (North American spec)

Battery Lithium Ion 48 volt 10.5 amp hour 500 watt hour

Assist levels Off, Walk, Eco, Low, High, Race, controlled via torque sensor

Security PIN code required to activate transmission, Mechanical locking of 
rear wheel and Battery 

Weight 21 kg

Range up to 60 miles




